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Abstract

Open-vocabulary vision-language models
(VLMs) like CLIP, trained using contrastive
loss, have emerged as a promising new
paradigm for text-to-image retrieval. However,
do VLMs understand compound nouns (CNs)
(e.g., lab coat) as well as they understand
nouns (e.g., lab)? We curate Compun, a novel
benchmark with 400 unique and commonly
used CNs, to evaluate the effectiveness of
VLMs in interpreting CNs. The Compun bench-
mark challenges a VLM for text-to-image
retrieval where, given a text prompt with a
CN, the task is to select the correct image
that shows the CN among a pair of distractor
images that show the constituent nouns
that make up the CN. Next, we perform an
in-depth analysis to highlight CLIPs’ limited
understanding of certain types of CNs. Finally,
we present an alternative framework that
moves beyond hand-written templates for text
prompts widely used by CLIP-like models. We
employ a Large Language Model to generate
multiple diverse captions that include the CN
as an object in the scene described by the
caption. Our proposed method improves CN
understanding of CLIP by 8.25% on Compun.
Code and benchmark are available 1.

1 Introduction

A compound noun (CN) is a noun formed from two
or more words combined to create a single noun
with a new meaning. A CN usually combines two
nouns (noun + noun, e.g., paper towel) or an adjec-
tive and a noun (adjective + noun, e.g., full moon);
however, there exist more types, and we show an
exhaustive list with examples in Appendix A.3. For
the scope of this paper, we focus primarily on the
noun + noun type.

Interpreting the meaning of CNs by decoding the
implicit semantic relation between their constituent

1https://github.com/sonalkum/Compun
∗These authors contributed equally to this work.

nouns has attracted great interest in Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) for decades (Wisniewski,
1997; Coil and Shwartz, 2023). This task requires
systems to move beyond memorization as CNs are
continually emerging, with new combinations fre-
quently appearing (Pinter et al., 2020b). Pre-trained
Language Models (PLMs) that are trained on vast
amounts of text and acquire broad semantic knowl-
edge in the process have shown impressive per-
formance in interpreting CNs, including unseen
CNs (Coil and Shwartz, 2023). The improvements
can also be partly attributed to the transformer ar-
chitecture, which by design computes a word rep-
resentation as a function of the representation of its
context (Coil and Shwartz, 2023).

Though extensively studied in NLP, whether
modern vision-language models (VLMs) under-
stand CNs is under-explored. Open-vocabulary
VLMs 2 like CLIP (Radford et al., 2021), trained
using a contrastive loss between image-caption
pairs, have become the go-to choice for image-
to-text (zero-shot classification) and text-to-image
retrieval (Ray et al., 2023). However, recent work
shows that CLIP-like VLM models often act as
bag of words and lack understanding of relation-
ships between objects and attributes (Yuksekgonul
et al., 2023). For example, prior works explore
the failure of VLMs to understand spatial relation-
ships between two objects in the image through the
caption (e.g., “left of”) (Kamath et al., 2023) or
the binding of a verb with its corresponding object
(e.g., “running tiger”). To the best of our knowl-
edge, evaluating a VLM’s understanding of the
semantic relationship between nouns to interpret
CNs hasn’t been explored in literature.

Main Contributions. We propose Compun, a
benchmark with 400 instances that serves as a test

2Our work only investigates VLMs trained with contrastive
loss as they are widely adopted for retrieval tasks (Ray et al.,
2023). Investigating other kinds of VLMs (e.g., autoregres-
sive) is beyond the scope of our work.
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bed to evaluate a VLM’s ability to interpret CNs.
Each instance in Compun corresponds to a unique
compound noun and includes one image represent-
ing the compound noun, along with two additional
distractor images. These distractor images depict
the individual constituent nouns that form the CN
(investigating CNs with more than 2 nouns remains
part of future work.) (example in Fig. 1). Given
the class name (or the CN), the task of a VLM
is to retrieve (or select) the correct image among
the distractors. We perform a detailed analysis of
CLIPs’ performance on Compun, providing an in-
depth understanding of how well state-of-the-art
VLMs interpret CNs. Next, we present a novel
framework to improve text-to-image retrieval that
moves beyond generic hand-written prompts for
text-to-image retrieval. Given a CN, we generate
multiple diverse captions using an LLM, where
each caption describes a scene with the CN as a
key object in it. Finally, the captions are used to
construct a custom prompt for text-to-image re-
trieval. Our proposed method improves CLIP’s and
OpenCLIP’s performance by 8.25% and 2.35%,
respectively, on Compun.

2 Background and Related Work

Interpreting CNs. Cognitive science research has
examined human processing of novel noun-noun
pairings (Wisniewski, 1997; Costello and Keane,
2000; Connell and Lynott, 2012). Although these
pairings can lead to multiple interpretations, typi-
cally, one interpretation emerges as the most natu-
rally comprehensible (Costello and Keane, 2000).
Early work in interpreting compound nouns has
majorly framed the task as a classification task,
where each compound noun is classified to a sin-
gle relation (Kim and Baldwin, 2005; Tratz and
Hovy, 2010). However, owing to the ambiguity
where a single compound noun can be classified
into multiple relations (Shwartz and Dagan, 2018),
recent work has adopted paraphrasing for the same
task (Kim and Nakov, 2011; Pasca, 2015; Shwartz
and Dagan, 2018). The task is again to classify
a compound noun into multiple pre-defined tem-
plates. Ponkiya et al. (2020) show that PLMs ac-
quire adequate knowledge to understand the se-
mantic relationship between the constituent nouns
in a CN during pre-training itself. Following this,
a wealth of work employs sequence-to-sequence
PLMs (including LLMs) to assess their ability to in-
terpret existing and novel blends of nouns (Shwartz,

2021; Li et al., 2022b; Pinter et al., 2020b).

Contrastive VLMs. Contrastive VLMs include
models trained using a contrastive loss between
image-caption pairs. CLIP (Radford et al., 2019),
a pioneering work in this space, shows that such a
model can improve text-to-image and image-to-text
retrieval, with applications in zero-shot classifica-
tion, etc. Following CLIP, a wealth of work focuses
on improving different aspects of CLIP, like com-
positionality (Nayak et al., 2023), and also employ
CLIP as a backbone vision encoder for various vi-
sion tasks like captioning (Mokady et al., 2021),
instruction following (Liu et al., 2023), etc. Our
work is inspired by the fact that contrastive VLMs
often act as bag of words (Yuksekgonul et al., 2023)
and might lack an understanding of the semantic
relationship between the constituent nouns to inter-
pret the final CN.

3 Compun Benchmark

The task. Our Compun benchmark serves as a test
bed for evaluating a VLM’s capability to interpret
compound nouns. For evaluation, we focus on
the zero-shot text-to-image retrieval task, where
given a natural language prompt, the task of a
VLM is to retrieve an image that illustrates the
image described in the prompt. In the base setting,
our prompt just describes a compound noun as “A
photo of a {compound noun}”. Text-to-image re-
trieval has been earlier adopted by several works
for evaluating compositional understanding (Yuk-
sekgonul et al., 2023; Ray et al., 2023). Inspired by
these works, we design the Compun benchmark to
challenge a VLM to select the correct image among
a set of distractors. More precisely, each instance in
the Compun benchmark, attributed to a compound
noun, has 3 images, where only one image illus-
trates the compound noun, while the other two
images illustrate the constituent nouns that make
up the compound noun (example in Figure 1). All
compound nouns in the Compun benchmark have a
maximum of two nouns.

Evaluation. We resort to a simple evaluation met-
ric, consistent with prior-art (Thrush et al., 2022)
for evaluating a VLM on Compun. Formally, let us
denote the image illustrating the compound noun
as a positive (P) and the other 2 distractor images
as negatives (N1 and N2). Thus, given the natural
language prompt C for the compound noun , our
evaluation metric f (C,P,N1,N2) is defined as:
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f (C,P,N1,N2) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if s (C,P) > s (C,N1)

and s (C,P) > s (C,N2)
0 otherwise

(1)

where s(.) is the standard cosine similarity,
widely used for retrieval.
Data collection and annotation. The Compun
benchmark has 400 test instances and a total of
1200 (400×3) images. Each instance in the Com-
pun benchmark is attributed to a unique compound
noun (the complete list is provided in Table A.4).
We use a combination of compound nouns pro-
vided by Levin et al. (2019), Lang et al. (2022),
GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023), and the internet. Next,
we discard compound nouns that can have confus-
ing distractors (e.g., cheesecake, where it’s usually
hard to distinguish between a cheesecake and any
other cake). After this step, we filter 400 compound
nouns, the most widely used from our list. While a
compound noun can have multiple interpretations,
we use the more commonly known one. For a com-
pound noun that may have multiple interpretations,
we use MTurk to decide the most commonly known
one. More details about this study can be found
in Appendix A.6. Finally, a group of 4 annotators
collects the required 1200 images from various im-
age search engines. All 4 annotators come with
extensive vision and language research experience.

4 Retrieval with Example Captions

Fig. 1 illustrates our proposed approach. As dis-
cussed earlier, the standard approach for text-to-
image retrieval using class names is to hand-write
several prompt templates (e.g., “a photo of a class
name.”). We propose an alternative framework –
retrieve with example captions. Our framework is
zero-shot and requires no further training. Given a
compound noun c, we ask an LLM to generate 5
diverse captions, where each caption has the com-
pound noun c as an object in it. The generated cap-
tions should have c in diverse settings with diverse
adjectives and verbs. We instruct GPT-4 (OpenAI,
2023) with the following prompt to generate the
captions:

Return a list of 5 diverse captions with a com-
pound_noun in a photo. The captions should
be a maximum of 10 words and one-liners.
All 5 captions should describe the compound
noun in diverse settings with different verbs
and actions being performed with the com-
pound noun. An example output for "chicken

CLIP Text
Encoder

CLIP Text
Encoder

A photo of {peanut butter}

Athlete scooping peanut butter for a pre-run
energy boost.
Kids giggling while making peanut butter cookies
in the kitchen.

Peanut butter jar joining a picnic basket for a
sunny day.

..GPT-4

Peanut Butter Peanut Butter

Figure 1: Illustration of our proposed Retrieval with Cap-
tions. We first generate 5 diverse captions describing 5 diverse
scenes, with the compound noun as an object in it. These
captions are then used to build 5 custom text prompts for
text-to-image retrieval, and the image with the highest mean
similarity to all 5 prompts is then selected for retrieval.

burger": [’Sizzling chicken burger grilling at
a lively backyard BBQ.,’ ’Chef expertly flip-
ping a juicy chicken burger in a diner.’,’ Fam-
ily enjoying homemade chicken burgers on
a sunny picnic.’, ’Athlete fueling up with a
protein-packed chicken burger post-workout.’,
’Friends sharing a chicken burger at a vibrant
street festival.’]. Only return a list of strings
and nothing else.

and an example output for the CN "chocolate
crocodile" is as follows:

["Pastry chef sculpting a chocolate crocodile
with finesse.", "Kids discovering a chocolate
crocodile in a candy treasure hunt.", "Artist
painting a whimsical chocolate crocodile in a
foodie gallery.", "Chocolate crocodile starring
in a whimsical patisserie window display.",
"Chocolate crocodile sunbathing on a dessert
island paradise."]

We then build a prompt for our VLM separately
with each of the captions as follows to get 5 final
prompts: “a photo of a {class name}. An example
of {compound name} in an image is {caption}”.
Next, we calculate the mean similarity of an image
c ∈ C with the text prompts as follows:

Mean Similarity = 1
n

5

∑
i=1

s(c, pi) (2)

where pi ∈ P denotes the generated prompts,
s(.) is the standard cosine similarity formulation,
and c ∈ C denotes the set of all images available
for text-to-image retrieval or every image the text
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s

1. 1.

3.

Earrning Ear Ring Coffee Grain Coffee Grain

Snow Ball Snow BallCricket Bat Cricket Bat

2.

Figure 2: Illustration of 3 types of CNs used in our study: Either Noun, Both Nouns and None. A brief explanation of the 3
types is provided in Section 6. 1. (left) An example of Either Noun, where earring looks like an ordinary ring but not like an ear,
and the noun ear just acts as an attribute that modifies the visual of a ring to an earring. 1. (right) An example of Either Noun,
where coffee grain looks like an ordinary grain but is modified by the noun coffee, which acts as an attribute. 2. An example of
None, where a cricket bat looks completely different from both cricket and bat. 3. An example of Both Nouns, where a snow
ball looks both like snow and ball.

has to be compared with. Finally, we choose the
image with the highest mean cosine similarity.

Our core hypothesis builds on existing work in
using language as an internal representation for
visual recognition, which creates an interpretable
bottleneck for computer vision tasks (Menon and
Vondrick, 2023; Pratt et al., 2023). Instead of query-
ing a VLM with just the compound noun, employ-
ing language enables us to compare to any words
flexibly. Since interpreting compound nouns is
easier when provided with proper context in exam-
ple sentences, getting exposed to diverse keywords
through examples makes the image with the com-
pound noun a strongly activating image while the
distractors are lowly activating. Taking an exam-
ple from Fig. 1, keywords like player and wooden
obtained through diverse captions make the origi-
nal image more activating than its distractors. Our
proposed method also improves performance on
benchmark text-to-image retrieval datasets, and we
provide additional results in Appendix A.2.

5 Experiments and Results

Baselines. For our baselines, we employ the orig-
inal CLIP (Radford et al., 2019), OpenCLIP (Il-
harco et al., 2021), ALIGN (Jia et al., 2021), AL-
BEF (Li et al., 2021), BLIP (Li et al., 2022a) and
MetaCLIP (Zhai et al., 2023). All these methods
are trained with contrastive learning on image-text
pairs. We also employ CLIP w/ desc (Menon and
Vondrick, 2023), which adds image descriptors to
the prompt for retrieval. Finally, we also ablate
with CLIP rev. where we switch the order of nouns
in the compound noun. We prompt GPT-4 with a

temperature of 0.1 and top-p of 1.
Results. Table 1 compares the performance of
various VLMs on the Compun benchmark. We
also perform a human evaluation on our bench-
mark using MTurk. While OpenCLIP achieves the
highest performance with simple template prompts,
our method improves OpenCLIP performance by
2.35%. Similarly, our method improves CLIP per-
formance by 8.24%. CLIP rev. leads to a 37.25%
drop in performance over CLIP, indicating that
CLIP has some understanding of the semantic rela-
tionship between the nouns. In the next section, we
make important conclusions regarding CLIP’s lim-
ited understanding of attributed compound nouns.

Model Text-to-Image Acc.

Human 96.25
Random 33.33

ALBEF (Li et al., 2021) 80.55
BLIP (Li et al., 2022a) 79.85
MetaCLIP (Xu et al., 2023) 81.35
CLIP (Radford et al., 2019) 78.25
CLIP rev. 41.00
CLIP w/ desc (Menon and Vondrick, 2023) 81.15
CLIP w/ examples (ours) 86.50
OpenCLIP (Ilharco et al., 2021) 83.90
OpenCLIP w/ examples (ours) 86.25

Table 1: Comparison of our proposed version of CLIP with
other baselines on the Compun benchmark. Our proposed
method outperforms CLIP by 8.25% and OpenCLIP by 2.35%.

6 Results Analysis

To perform an in-depth analysis of the results, we
first perform an MTurk study to divide all CNs
in Compun into 3 main categories as illustrated in
Fig. 2: 1.CNs that clearly show either of their con-
stituent nouns in the picture. In this case, one noun
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Figure 3: Count of misclassified instances by CLIP on Com-
pun for three settings, either, both, and none. Section 6 de-
scribes these settings. CLIP is more likely to retrieve a neg-
ative when the positive image shows either constituent noun,
highlighting CLIP’s limited understanding of attributed CNs.

Figure 4: Average CLIP similarity scores for correct predic-
tions on Compun on three unique settings, either, both, and
none. Section 6 describes these settings. High scores on the
Compun benchmark are superficial, and CLIP often wins by
low similarity scores.

acts as an attribute to the other, changing its vi-
sual minimally, but is not visible itself (e.g., cof-
fee grain). 2.CNs that clearly show both the con-
stituent nouns in the picture. This is the same as 1.,
but both nouns are visible (e.g., snow ball) and 3.
CNs that show none of the constituent nouns in the
picture and make up a completely new CN (e.g.,
cricket bat). The 3 settings have 199, 106, and 95
instances in Compun. Fig. 3 compares the number
of incorrectly predicted instances in Compun across
these 3 categories. CLIP makes the highest number
of mistakes in the first category, which also indi-
cates CLIPs’ limited understanding of such CNs,
which can also be interpreted as attributed CNs.
Such CNs are also emerging in nature (Coil and
Shwartz, 2023), and correctly interpreting them is a
long-standing problem in NLP. On the other hand,
CLIP makes the least mistakes in the third type,
indicating that CLIP might have acquired adequate
knowledge about unique objects in its pre-training
stage. Fig. 4 shows that results on the Compun
benchmark are superficially low – similarity scores
for correct predictions are ≈25+-2% (in contrast to
ImageNet retrieval with ≈82%). We perform re-
trieval, treating the entire benchmark images as

negatives, and achieve a score of 12%, a 66.25%
drop.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents the first study of VLMs in in-
terpreting CNs. We curate Compun, a novel bench-
mark with 400 unique CNs, and show that CLIP
has a limited understanding of CNs where one of
the two constituent nouns acts as an attribute to
the other. Next, we present a novel approach that
moves beyond generic template-based prompts and
leverages an LLM to generate diverse captions de-
scribing scenes with the CN as an object in the
scene. Our proposed method improves the perfor-
mance of CLIP on Compun significantly.

Limitations and Future Work

We list down some potential limitations of our
work:

1. Compun focuses on this sole definition of CN
interpretation – Can VLMs distinguish be-
tween a CN and its constituent nouns? Com-
pun does not consist of emerging CNs like the
NYTWIT dataset (Pinter et al., 2020a). This
dataset proposed CNs where humans created
entirely new CNs using editing nouns corre-
sponding to entirely new concepts. These CNs
are particularly challenging for even modern
LLMs to interpret and require strong reason-
ing abilities over context (Coil and Shwartz,
2023). However, after a preliminary analysis,
we hypothesize that most of the CNs in Pin-
ter et al. (2020a) are rare, and VLMs might
not have come across these CNs or concepts
from their pre-training stage. We want to ex-
plore this as part of future work as this brings
entirely new challenges to VLMs, including
complex reasoning abilities.

2. Compun, like other text-to-image retrieval
benchmarks, would benefit from better eval-
uation metrics. Though our metrics are in-
spired by prior art, as shown in Section 6,
results on Compun are superficial, and VLMs
can perform well even with low confidence
scores (corresponding to low activations when
the VLM sees the CN). Additionally, evalu-
ating Compun with the entire benchmark as
negatives makes it difficult to gain an under-
standing of where and how VLMs go wrong
in interpreting CNs. Thus, as part of future
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work, we would like to explore better evalua-
tion metrics and benchmark design.

3. We evaluate Compun only on contrastive
trained VLMs as we try to study CN inter-
pretation through the lens of text-to-image
retrieval, and contrastive VLMs fit well to
the retrieval task. As part of future work, we
would like to study how well other types of
VLMs, like auto-regressive (Liu et al., 2023)
VLMs, interpret CNs.
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A Additional Details

A.1 Hyper-parameter tuning for number of
example captions

Table 2 compares the results of our proposed
method for a varying number of captions. While
performance monotonically increases with an in-
creasing number of diverse captions, the perfor-
mance plateaus at 5 captions.

#Exemplars 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Accuracy 79.55 79.90 81.30 83.55 86.50 86.50 86.55

Table 2: Effect of number of exemplars

A.2 ImageNet accuracy with Retrieval with
Captions

To prove the efficacy of our proposed approach in a
more general setting, we perform zero-shot classi-
fication with ImageNet with example captions for
each class. Table 3 compares the performance of
baseline template-based retrieval with CLIP with
our proposed method. Our proposed method out-
performs generic template-based retrieval by x%
on ImageNet.

Model Accuracy

CLIP 71.58
CLIP w/ desc (Menon and Vondrick, 2023) 75.00
CLIP w/ examples (ours) 76.85

Table 3: Accuracy Comparison on ImageNet Dataset

A.3 Types of Compound Nouns
There are three forms for compound nouns:

1. open or spaced - space between words (tennis
shoe)
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2. hyphenated - hyphen between words (six-
pack)

3. closed or solid - no space or hyphen between
words (bedroom)

Table 4 shows some examples of compound
nouns of different forms.

1. noun + noun
bus stop Is this the bus stop for the number 12 bus?
fire-fly In the tropics you can see fire-flies at night.
football Shall we play footballtoday?

2. adjective + noun
full moon I always feel crazy at full moon.
blackboard Clean the blackboardplease.
software I can’t install this softwareon my PC.

3. verb(-ing) + noun
breakfast We always eat breakfast at 8am.
washing machine Put the clothes in the red washing machine.
swimming pool What a beautiful swimming pool!

4. noun + verb(-ing)
sunrise I like to get up at sunrise.
haircut You need a haircut.
train-spotting His hobby is train-spotting.

5. verb + preposition check-out Please remember that check-out is at 12 noon.
6. noun + prepositional phrase mother-in-law My mother-in-law lives with us.
7. preposition + noun underworld Do you think the police accept money from the underworld?
8. noun + adjective truckful We need 10 truckfuls of bricks.

Table 4: Types of Compound Nouns

A.4 List of Compound Nouns in Compun

Table 5 lists down all CNs in the Compun bench-
mark.

A.5 Visual examples of various categories of
instances in Compun

Fig. 2 illustrates 3 types of CNs used in our study:
Either Noun, Both Nouns and None. A brief expla-
nation of the 3 types is provided in Section 6.

A.6 MTurk Study

Our institution’s Institutional Review Board(IRB)
has granted approval for the data collection. We
will release our benchmark under the CC-BY-NC
4.0 License, which is freely available for research
purposes.
Initial Annotator recruitment. We first per-
formed a pilot run amongst 10 English-speaking
MTurk annotators to test their intelligibility in iden-
tifying a set of 10 images with 10 different but
commonly used compound nouns. From this study,
we finally recruited 3 annotators. Our institution’s
Institutional Review Board (IRB) has approved this
study.

Removing confusing instances. Post collection
of all instances in Compun, the first step was to re-
move confusing instances where humans found it
extremely difficult to distinguish between the im-
age of a compound noun and its constituent nouns.
The annotators were just asked a binary answer, i.e.,
confusing or not, after showing some 5 examples
of confusing (e.g., cheesecake) and not confusing

instances (e.g., cricket bat) to each. Finally, only in-
stances with a majority vote of confusion amongst
the 3 annotators were removed.
Human Evaluation on Compun. Finally, we per-
form a human evaluation of our benchmark Compun
with 3 different annotators. Each annotator evalu-
ates Compun once, and the final reported scores in
Table 1 are an average of scores of all 3 annotators
with the proposed evaluation metric in Equation 1.

B Extra Details

Model Parameters: We use CLIP-ViT-L/14 for
all our experiments which have ≈ 673M param-
eters with 24 and 8 encoder and decoder layers,
respectively, and 16 attention heads per layer.
Compute Infrastructure: All our experiments are
conducted on a single NVIDIA A100 GPU.
Implementation Software and Packages: We
implement all our models in PyTorch 3 and use
the HuggingFace 4 implementations of CLIP. We
also use the following repositories for running the
baselines: ALBEF (Li et al., 2021)5, BLIP (Li
et al., 2022a)6, CLIP (Radford et al., 2019)7, Meta-
CLIP (Xu et al., 2023)8, OpenCLIP (Ilharco et al.,
2021)9, CLIP w/ Descriptors(Menon and Vondrick,
2023)10. All softwares and packages are open
source and are available for academic use, and were
used only for academic purpose.
Image Curation: We use multiple websites to
curate the images for our Compun benchmark.
Some of the these websites are:
1. https ∶ //pixabay.com
2. https ∶ //www.pinterest.com
3. https ∶ //www.wikipedia.org
4. https ∶ //www.istockphoto.com
5. https ∶ //www.britannica.com

3
https://pytorch.org/

4
https://huggingface.co/

5https://github.com/salesforce/ALBEF
6https://github.com/salesforce/BLIP
7https://github.com/openai/CLIP
8https://github.com/facebookresearch/MetaCLIP
9https://github.com/mlfoundations/open_clip

10https://github.com/sachit-menon/classify_by_

_release/tree/master/descriptors
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snow ball courtyard mountain bike building stone seat belt pocketknife teaspoon spray paint
sun roof bomb squad curtain rail bookshelf golf cart freight train herb scissors goldfish
steam train space station sandpaper castle gate pasta tongs tailcoat cassette tape ice cap
raincoat thumb pin fruitcake earwig snow boot pasteboard shell pearl fur coat
copper wire billboard birdhouse zebra crossing eardrum clotheshorse trash can Gas station
firefly eyeball streetlight peanut butter nutmeg mill lemon peel marble corridor soup ladle
windshield Coffee grain fishbowl chocolate crocodile mountain goat watershed popcorn ball Cotton ball
duckpin wastebasket catfish hand brake sugar pea cement mixer potato salad floodlight
pig farm sand castle farm machine bullet train Tea cup Wallflower Ice skate Web page
ice scoop eggshell scoop strainer splatter screen motorcycle clam knife fishtail beach house
blade guard shoe brush crossbow toothbrush fireman dogwood Computer mouse swordfish
meat market steam iron football aircraft engine handbag pasta salad dirt bike farmhouse
tennis shoes houseboat coconut haystack tailbone Woodshop deck chair fingernail corn dog
skyscraper metal spatula ice tongs oil pump saucepan prison dining water meter flagpole
food mill horsefly bookstore streetcar bedroom key chain pepper spray fishhook
rubber band Garage door alphabet soup Bathroom sink Toothpaste egg ring paint brush corn salad
sugarcane headband lipstick Hairband Ice hockey silkworm bike rack clothesline
garlic bread bow tie skateboard palm tree seahorse Candy cane golf ball cow pasture
ladybug snowball forehand headdress wiretap Cupboard dove necklace chocolate macaroons
oven mitt spaceship toast tongs ballpark bedsheet pinwheel face mask pancake pen
stone wall sunfish yardstick dishwasher footnote Snack house chocolate chips earring
dog house shoe rack shellfish tumbleweed meat hammer snow cone trophy case dish rack
panini spatula corner spoon Fish tank telephone cord ponytail oven tongs wine bar rolling pin
rattlesnake gas guzzler almond biscotti honeycomb fingerprint paper clip Kitchen sink cricket bat
robot arm cigarette butt coca leaf oil thermometer coconut tree church bell cartwheel graveyard
jet engine paper towel bankbook bread knife tablespoon eyelid Waterwheel toothpick
dump truck station wagon hair brush penknife key card grasshopper seaweed banana tree
greenhouse pasta rake firearm bus stop duckbill waterspout pigtail flower obsidian
shoe box shoelace roller coaster drugstore pumpkin gutter gumball car charger coffee table
Cotton bud water tank headline honeybee starfish Pool Table courthouse toadstool
crab cake wheelchair toilet paper fountain pen teapot moonstone watermelon caveman
car tyre wind turbine rubber spatula rib cage fire truck Wheelhouse baseball bat paperback
piggybank garbage man silicon chips jellyfish School bus relay station ice cream soapstone
handcuff sunflower wristwatch firewood banknote cattail lime juicer basketball court
drumstick alarm box bourbon balls campfire cowboy straining scoop chain armor paddle wheel
grill surface thermometer spaghetti spoon candy bar keyboard kneecap footprint car door waistcoat
pasta scoop chalkboard candlestick peanut seafood skullcap bulldog Sugar plum
ring finger jungle gym buttercup handshake Hair spray thunderhead Fish net rubber glove
Ice cube horseshoe shuttle cork headlamp headphone space shuttle cocktail spoon snow man
street lamp steel drum Beach resort Ground beef exhaust fan fruit fly barman tennis court
seafood scissors powder brush car factory manhole cover plastic bag jellybean backbone police van
carpet earthworm snowbird strawberry doorbell earbuds tar pit dish brush
horse cart Cupcake riverbank ink pot water butt car phone pancake rainbow
headlight M & M cookies bolt cutter eggplant boat house oyster knife elevator shaft Coffee mug
railroad gunpowder shoe shop wallpaper horse earrings laser tag tapeworm tree house
pizza wheel Keyhole Kitchen counter butterfly bullseye mailbox avocado tool sheep dog
grapefruit knife necklace pizza lady letterhead arrowhead eyeglasses earphone shoe horn
armchair glasshouse fish spatula elephant ear suitcase exercise bike vanilla bean cassette recorder
butter knife Table cloth honey dipper dustpan paper cup sunspot hornbill lighthouse
food court hand grip fruitcup watercolor pinecone lab coat seashell piston ring

Table 5: List of Compound Nouns in Compun
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